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Abstract
This study designed a localized approach to working and writing action research suited for basic education. The researchers used multiphase mixed method research with three analysis stages focused on the identified problem. These stages include identifying the preferred approach in writing action research for basic education, designing a localized approach, and evaluating the developed action research approach. Five key informants participated in the preference assessment, while thirty respondents assessed the acceptability and significance levels of the designed localized approach. The key data analysis treatments employed qualitative data analysis, mean, and independent t-test. Preferred contextualized design for action research includes multiphase mixed-method research approaches. Grounded on the analyzed preference, the researchers designed the “Multi-Analysis Layer Nexus (MALN)” approach for basic education action research, featured with its focus approach matrix and a question-procedure-analysis (QPA) design alignment. The designed localized process received highly acceptable and highly significant ratings. No significant difference is derived from the two assessments. Recommendations included the conduct of MALN approach capacity building, skills and abilities profile, and data analysis treatments in the QPA matrix. The study is limited to the SALIKSIK (Strategic Action for Learning, Innovation, Knowledge Systems, and Instructional Keystones) Research Program of Lopez East and Lopez West Districts. Though, the DepEd Division of Quezon can use this for its localized action research approach. The developed MALN approach is an innovative, novel action research process specifically designed for basic education settings.
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Introduction
Challenged by the effects of the past two years pandemic crisis, the current education landscape lies in a difficult position to deliver its mandate for quality basic education. All government agencies and social institutions aim to address the learning gaps affecting the learning development of their students. On a national scale, strategic macro-level approaches are introduced to guide its schools and learning centers in delivering programs to address these crises and gaps. At the field
level, schools strategized various mechanisms and initiatives to fulfill their mandates. Among these strategic initiatives, action research is always eyed and employed by teacher-researchers and school leaders who wish to bring significant change to their respective learning institutions.

Action research is a specific research method utilized explicitly by education professionals (e.g., school leaders and teachers) to improve pedagogy and practice at the school or classroom level (Spencer Clark et al., 2020). Often, it is a situation and context-based approach, making it more critical and responsive to the problems addressed through knowledge creation and application (Koshy, 2010). Further, it refers to the systematic process of evaluating, investigating, and analyzing problems – whether organizational, academic, or instructional – and aid school leaders and teachers in developing responsive and efficient solutions (Great Schools Partnership, 2015).

With this strategic research approach, teacher-researchers at the basic education level can bring significant change in their pedagogical practices and even in school management. Teachers become reflective, able to build professional cultures and create progress on school priorities (Briggs, 2015). Moreover, action research as a teacher inquiry becomes a viable strategy in resolving problems of pedagogic and professional practice in education settings (Mertler, 2021). The power of action research to meet teachers’ necessities or “need for fit” is its most substantial and concrete attribute (Sagor, 2000). Thus, social movements in specific contexts are a product of action research implementation (Langdon et al., 2021). Further, it bridges integration of curriculum, instruction, and assessment in classrooms benefiting teachers, students, and stakeholders (Monem & Cramer, 2022). In the context of Philippine classrooms, action research positively impacts pedagogical practice, curriculum development, and professional development (Abrenica & Cascolan, 2022).

Historically, action research came into existence with Kurt Lewin coining this famous title (Adelman, 1993). Accordingly, Lewin wants to exemplify the identified problems followed by group decisions on what actions to take to explore and solve the analyzed issues. However, since its conceptualization, different challenges always affect its course of action. In particular, effective collaborative participation is hindered by time challenges (Husted & Tofteng, 2021). Aside from this concern, tensions in the facilitation of action research project implementation also hampered its target course (Lac et al., 2022).

In the basic education setting, action research also faces the same dilemma. Teachers often share their struggles in completing action research. In one study, difficulties among teachers can be traced from searching the literature, presenting the study, publishing results, and collecting data (Tindowen et al., 2019). Another set of problems among secondary school teachers includes a lack of action research knowledge, necessary skills, and support resources (Nagibova, 2019). Similarly, the inclusion of action research knowledge and processes in the curriculum is highly recommended to address the limitations and challenges experienced by the teachers in making one (Abelardo et al., 2019).

These synthesized problems also conform to the findings of several studies focused on the challenges experienced in doing action research (Ulla, 2018; Zhou, 2012). Common reasons for these challenges include insufficient knowledge of methodology or specific processes for writing action research. Accordingly, a lack of research skills, knowledge of action research methodology, and theoretical guidance significantly affect teachers in completing their studies (Nagibova, 2019; Tindowen et al., 2019; Ulla, 2018; Zhou, 2012). If most teachers are not acquainted with the proper approach to action research, how will they write one? How will they proceed with a systematic mechanism to address the problems they identified at the classroom, school, or field level? In this
sense, the posited learning crisis and gaps may not be effectively addressed using action research as a strategic mechanism.

Sufficient knowledge in crafting the correct methodology in a specific research design is a must in working on a study. It bridges the results to the identified research problems through evidence in the presented approaches and techniques (Romero, 2020). It shares how systematically the findings are attained, and data are analyzed (Lunenburg, 2008). In one case, a specific action research design is crafted under participatory action research to solve social challenges and issues (Cox et al., 2021). Hence, contextualizing approach in action research necessitates its purpose.

With the surfaced concern, if there is no standard and dedicated approach to writing action research, how can teachers be more knowledgeable in this aspect? This matter will still concern teacher-researchers as they will struggle to continue their journey in providing concrete solutions from sound decisions and data-driven actions.

For experienced researchers, this issue might not be relevant. On the other hand, for many teachers who want to start with their action research, this issue will surely be one of the most significant hindering factors. In the Philippine public basic education, one of the professional competencies of a teacher is “research-based knowledge and principles of teaching and learning,” the second strand of the first domain of the Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers (PPST) (DepEd Order No. 042, s. 2017). This competence requires teachers to work on research activities to help them improve their pedagogic practice. Thus, this issue is a stalemate to help them commence with a good action research study.

The current literature does not provide clear directions on how action research will specifically be carried out. It can work out in different methods or designs. Some outline triangulation designs, conduct multiphase action research projects, and analyze through statistical methods, while others through case studies (Morales 2016; Beard, Dale & Hutchins, 2007). Though, available synthesized literature also pointed out that action research is just an approach to research incorporating several techniques from different disciplines and contexts (Morales, 2016). Even in the Department of Education (DepEd) research management policy, only the minimum parts of action research are given (DepEd Order No. 16, s. 2017). Still, with this posing gap, there is a need to provide a specific guide and approach to work on action research, particularly in the basic education setting.

With the surfaced conditions, teachers’ sufficient knowledge and competence in the strategic approaches of working and writing action research in basic education is a must. Since there is no available specific design and approach suited for basic education action research, the researchers delved into proposing a contextualized solution. Hence, this paper shall focus on providing a contextualized action research process design relevant to the needs of the basic education setting.

As action research focused on providing contextualized approach, this study sought to answer the following questions based on the analyzed problems. The research questions encompass different analysis layers to provide sufficient and comprehensive information in the problem it wants to address. Further, the output shall highlight a contextualized research process design for the SALIKSIK (Strategic Action for Learning, Innovation, Knowledge Systems, and Instructional Keystones) Research Program of Lopez East and Lopez West Districts to empower and innovate further its technical assistance provision and research management mechanisms.

First Phase: Preference Analysis as Basis for Process Localization

What are the preferred contextualized designs of the select SALIKSIK Research Program implementers for the design and development of an action research approach for basic education?

Second Phase: Design and Development of a Localized Basic Education
Action Research Approach for the SALIKSIK Research Program

1. What localized and responsive action research approach can be designed out of the preferred designs of the select SALIKSIK Research Program implementers as interfaced with the analyzed literature sources?

Third Phase: Evaluation of the Designed and Developed Localized Basic Education Action Research Approach for SALIKSIK Research Program

2. What are the acceptability and significance levels of the designed and developed Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) approach as assessed by the SALIKSIK Research Program implementers towards a localized basic education action research design?

3. Is there a significant difference between the assessment of the acceptability and significance levels of the Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) approach as assessed by the SALIKSIK Research Program implementers?

4. What recommendations are shared by the SALIKSIK Research Program implementers to further improve and develop the proposed contextualized basic education action research approach?

Materials and Methods

Grounded on the several analysis layers of the study, the researchers employed a multiphase analysis design of the mixed method research. The main structures are anchored on combining quantitative and qualitative data through various analysis stages (Creswell, 2014; Ghosh, 2016). Three (3) analysis stages identified in the research questions make it more appropriate for the current undertaking to use the multiphase analysis design. This specific approach aims to surface analyzed information from various stages to share a critical understanding of the problem and its concrete solutions (Burrows, 2013; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). Similarly, this approach is applied in other research works with the same multiphase analysis to specifically map-out different perspectives and information sources of the problem to solve (Villenes, 2022; Villenes et al., 2018). The specific research approach follows the design and development research highlighting the following multiphase analysis structure: (1) Preference Analysis as Basis for Process Localization; (2) Design and Development of a Localized Basic Education Action Research Approach for the SALIKSIK Research Program; and, (3) Evaluation of the Designed and Developed Localized Basic Education Action Research Approach for SALIKSIK Research Program. Basically, this paper follows the designed approach developed in this academic undertaking.

The target of the study is to achieve process localization of action research in basic education, particularly for the SALIKSIK (Strategic Action for Learning, Innovation, Knowledge Systems, and Instructional Keystones) Research Program of Lopez East and Lopez West Districts. The researchers contextualized the specific process of working and writing action research suited for the needs of basic education settings, particularly in addressing organizational, academic, or instructional dilemmas. For the sets of research participants, the first phase involves five (5) key informants who shared their preference in localizing an action research approach. Thirty (30) respondents shared their assessment of the developed contextualized action research process for the third phase. These research participants are composed of the following SALIKSIK Research Program key persons: (1) SALIKSIK Leads and Committee Members; (2) School Head In-Charge of Governance and Operations (SHIGO); (3) School Head In-Charge of Research; (4) Research Technical Assistance (TA) Providers; (5) Teacher-Researchers; and, (6) External Partners and Consultants.
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The first phase is carried out through individual semi-structured interviews through an online mechanism and structured literature review and analysis. Second, the researchers employed a design and development process to craft the localized action research approach. Third phase highlighted the acceptability and significance assessments of the developed contextualized approach in working and writing an action research study. For the instruments and tools, the researchers used the following: (1) a semi-structured interview questionnaire and guide; and, (2) acceptability and significance assessment questionnaires. The cited tools trace their bases from the study of Villenes (2022) with the same purpose to analyze the preferences and assess their acceptability and significance. Further, these tools underwent validation (e.g., construct, criterion) and reliability tests for the latter (e.g., internal consistency using Cronbach’s Alpha). The data gathering instruments contained quantitative and qualitative entries to capture all aspects of data inputs. Moreover, this paper employed the required research ethics and principles appropriate for the design and development form of action research. The researchers used a non-disclosure agreement and informed consent forms to uphold the necessary codes in this type of scholastic undertaking. Data treatments included qualitative (interview) and quantitative (mean, independent t-test) analyses forms.

Results and Discussions

There are three (3) analysis layers carried out in this undertaking. These are as follows: (1) Preference Analysis as Basis for Process Localization; (2) Design and Development of a Localized Basic Education Action Research Approach for the SALIKSIK Research Program; and, (3) Evaluation of the Designed and Developed Localized Basic Education Action Research Approach for SALIKSIK Research Program. Each analysis layer has its research questions, and specific data-gathering approaches. This strategy is critical and comprehensive to understand the problem and propose solutions explicitly.

Preferred Localized Designs of the Select SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers for the Design and Development of Action Research Approach for Basic Education

This phase highlights the analysis of the preferred localized designs based on the interview results. This analysis layer is carried out through qualitative data analysis. This analysis focus considers the preference of the select key implementers of the SALIKSIK Research Program. Mostly, the center of the discussions is on what they want for a structured action research approach for basic education. This approach highlights their preference on what to do to guide teacher-researchers during their conduct of studies.

Table 1 presents the summary of the identified themes shared by the selected key informants for this process. They are composed of the following SALIKSIK Research Program key individuals: program lead; teacher-researchers; external partners from a state university, and from another SDO.

The analysis showed the three (3) key themes generated in the preference analysis. These themes are as follows: (1) employ mixed method research design; (2) organize analysis through multiphase approach; and, (3) localize process approach for basic education action research.

The first theme of contextualized design preference includes utilizing a mixed-method approach to combine quantitative and qualitative responses. Similarly, they want to consider qualitative inputs to quantitative data for a holistic approach and analysis. For the second theme, three recommendations were captured from the shared inputs. These recommendations include several analysis stages to highlight the problem focus and its intended solutions, mixed method design for multiple analysis stages, and highlighting problem analysis and intervention solutions in different sets. Lastly, the third theme recommends highlighting a specific process and guide in writing basic edu-
cation action research. Similarly, a particular approach to the operation of action research is needed unique to the needs of educational institutions.

Table 1. Analysis of the Preferred Localized Design as Basis for the Design and Development of Action Research Approach for Basic Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyzed and Synthesized Inputs</th>
<th>Key Themes for the Localized Design Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Use mixed-method approach to combine quantitative and qualitative responses</td>
<td>Employ mixed method research design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Consider qualitative inputs to quantitative data for a holistic approach and analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Strategize several stages or phases to present the problem focus and its intended solution</td>
<td>Organize analysis through a multi-phase approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Use multiple analysis stages anchored on the mixed method design of research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Highlight problem analysis and its intervention solutions in different sets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Highlight the specific process of writing action research suited for basic education</td>
<td>Localize process approach for basic education action research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Specify process approach of writing action research for schools and learning centers unique for education institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The provided qualitative response from the key SALIKSIK Research Program implementers shared an important perspective on which phase the researchers will start to localize the design and approach suited for basic education.

Using quantitative and qualitative data in action research is not new. Qualitative information through semi-structured interviews for an inductive-interpretive approach to maximize analytical potential is often practiced (Abdel Latif, 2021; Elliott, Smith & Lattimer, 2021; Madden & Tarabochia, 2021). Likewise, considering mixed methods in action research provided broader perspectives to address several problems (Christ, 2018). In other cases, multiple analyses in different phases characterized responsive action research in an education setting (Adugu, 2021; Rowe, Martine et al., 2021). Nevertheless, action research in the locale also uses the same approach and structure to highlight different analysis stages (Villenes, 2022; Villenes et al., 2018).

All key informants shared the same notion of gauging action research with quantitative and qualitative sources of information. Moreover, they all shared that a specific process should guide teacher-researchers in their study conduct. These recommendations are a sound basis to proceed with the subsequent analysis phase, which will require mapping out existing literature sources that align and correspond to these inputs.

After the preference analysis, the researchers investigated several literature sources as sound bases to interface these results to the existing ones. Literature review and analysis as a research method is a critical strategy to provide a sound contextualized basis for the target process approach. It is a form of knowledge production through systematic reviews and provides area overviews to synthesize findings and evidence on a meta-level (Snyder, 2019).
Several research studies from foreign literature employed multiphase, multistage, and multimethods design of research. These approaches capture the preferences shared by the SALIKSIK Program Lead Implementers. These studies include the works of DiEnno et al. (2021), Hassanpour et al. (2021), Ellerbrock et al. (2020), Monson et al. (2020), Andrews et al. (2019), Morley (et al. 2019), Lockhart et al. (2018), Josh-Artisensi et al. (2016), Cunningham et al. (2013), Todd (2012), and Dyment et al. (2010). All used strategic phases and multistage analysis to highlight their investigation of their solutions to the identified problems. These reviewed literature sources further proved that the target design is feasible with the existence of its bases. Moreover, it also shows that the existence of some of these studies fall beyond the range of basic education setting. Hence, there is no uniform approach in crafting and using one for the context of action research. It greatly depends on the researcher on which method, design, approach, or model will be used.

Aside from these foreign literature sources, the researchers also used local action research studies conducted in the district to provide additional samples and basis. Four (4) action research studies of one of the researchers also used a multiphase research design sample to analyze its contextualized process. These four papers of Villenes (2021), Villenes et al. (2018), Villenes et al. (2017), and Villenes et al. (2015) are conducted in DepEd Quezon, particularly at the said implementing districts of the SALIKSIK Research Program. These samples exemplify how multiphase analysis works out as a specific and responsive approach in working and writing action research. These studies are all considered in designing and developing a contextualized and responsive action research design approach for the SALIKSIK Research Program of Lopez East and Lopez West Districts.

**Localized and Responsive Action Research Approach Designed and Developed Out of the Analyzed Preferences and Reviewed Literature**

After analyzing the process preferences and the existing literature, the researchers crafted a localized basic education action research approach for the SALIKSIK Research Program. It aims to comprehensively capture different analysis stages and layers to highlight the problems the action research needs to address.

The researchers designed a localized and responsive action research approach suited for the basic education setting. The design is entitled “Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) Approach.” This contextualized approach aims to provide a comprehensive framework for writing and working on action research for basic education setting.

The terms used in the title are formed from two of its critical phrases. The “Multi-Analysis” term refers to the multiphase approach of analyzing the research problems, discussing intervention solutions, and evaluating results. On the other hand, the “Layered Nexus” points out the layered approaches that are commonly described as a system structure where analyses are chunked and divided into different stages. However, these analysis layers are in nexus form as all are connected and gauged to one particular purpose. Thus, layered nexus is coined for this contextualized approach.

This approach shall gauge teacher-researchers to write detailed action research studies showing the (1) analysis of the research problem, (2) implementation of the strategic intervention or solution, and (3) analysis of the results. The contextualized action research design approach shall transcribe applications on the research questions, data gathering procedure, data analysis, and results discussion. Table 2 presents this aspect.
The MALN shall be a specific approach for a particular research method (e.g., quantitative, qualitative, mixed method) which will surface the input information, implementation process, and output assessment of the action taken to address the identified problem. Hence, the action research will show responsive approaches and results to address the pressing problems experienced in the basic education setting.

During the development process, the lead researcher framed the general design to work on its specific approach. He presented them to his co-researchers for discussion. The team recommended several inputs to enhance the design. Aside from these, the researchers asked for expert advice from internal and external committees of the SALIKSIK Research Program. These approaches enable the process to be more collaborative and consultative in nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Layers</th>
<th>Common Action Research Designs in Basic Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quasi- and Experiment Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis Layer 1</td>
<td>Pre-Implementation Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis Layer 2</td>
<td>Implementation Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis Layer 3</td>
<td>Post-Implementation Phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MALN shall be a specific approach for a particular research method (e.g., quantitative, qualitative, mixed method) which will surface the input information, implementation process, and output assessment of the action taken to address the identified problem. In Table 2, different action research designs are broken out into several analysis layers. For the experiment type of studies, analysis layers will focus on three stages – pre-implementation, implementation, and post-implementation phases. On the other hand, design and development action research will highlight a threefold approach – analysis stage, development and/or implementation stage, and evaluation stage.

The model’s three-phase style for common descriptive research designs highlights the phenomenon determinant, phenomenon analysis, and output development/proposal phases. Last in the identified designs is for qualitative studies. Its three analysis layers include the phenomenon determinant, exploration and analysis, and recommendation analysis phases. These elements are critical to providing clear framework for its intent – to give localized approach in writing action research for basic education.

Two of the main features of the developed MALN approach is the inclusion of the focus approach matrix and the question-procedure-analysis design alignment. For the latter, the design alignment required for the contextualized approach analysis layer involve the research questions, data gathering procedure, and data analysis elements. Figure 1 presents its alignment structure.
Figure 1 depicts the Question-Procedure-Analysis (QPA) design alignment based on the proposed approach of the MALN. It shows design alignment using the focus approach matrix for its analysis phases, research questions, data gathering procedures, and data analysis structures. In this way, users of the MALN approach will be guided in its structures and flows. Each alignment in the QPA matrix may be complex but surely be a comprehensive approach to dealing with its identified problems. All start with a research problem, go with the action research as its strategic intervention and end with improved outputs and/or outcomes.

The focus analysis matrix presented in the previous table shows the framework to guide teacher-researchers in working with comprehensive action research. Instead of the typical one-way analysis, teacher-researchers will have a promising approach to show different analysis stages and perspectives along with their critical response approach to the research problems.

Though multiphase designs may be massive and complex, they will cover vast information not explored using other research designs by weaving several mixed approaches under one identified problem (Creswell, 2014). Moreover, it brings strong credibility to the analysis results (Brevik, 2017). In the same way, it creates meaningful value to research projects designed for implementation to solve critical problems in a learning institution. Several structured phases are essential for achieving significant results for action research (Mertler, 2021). These kinds of analyses provide strategic understanding and solutions to the pressing education problems identified in basic education settings (Villenes, 2022; Villenes, 2021).

Designing specific action research approach is critical in improving its purpose. This MALN model of action research for basic education brings pioneering approach which will help provide practical solutions to the current setting through its innovative design. In the same way, the Y-CAR (Youth-Creative Action Research) model is introduced to address a specific context through action research (Cox et al., 2021). Specific designs for a particular setting will leverage further the purpose of action research.

Hence, this proposed contextualized action research shows the responsive approach to the problems it identifies to provide concrete solutions. Moreover, its results in addressing the pressing
issues experienced in the basic education setting are highly comprehensive in addressing its identified organizational, academic, or instructional dilemmas. Making action research in basic education unique for its purpose is a commitment to quality and progress.

**Acceptability and Significance Level Assessment of the Designed and Developed Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) Approach**

After the design and development process, the researchers tapped the assistance of the evaluators coming from the SALIKSIK Research Program key implementers. There are thirty (30) evaluators who shared their inputs to the developed contextualized research approach.

Table 3 contains the acceptability evaluation results. Moreover, Table 4 presents the significance evaluation findings. The acceptability level is divided into three (3) domains. These domains served as the criteria for its acceptability assessment focused on its technical soundness, quality comprehensiveness, and approach responsiveness. On the other hand, the significance criteria contain the same number of domains. It centres on research management and agenda applicability, professional standards alignment, and context relevance.

### Table 3. Acceptability of the Designed and Developed Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) Approach as Assessed by the SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptability Domain</th>
<th>Acceptability Indicators</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>AI</th>
<th>DR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical Soundness (TS)</td>
<td>Provides appropriate literature basis for designing a specific approach</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helps guides researchers in aligning the research focus</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allows technical integration of existing and established research designs and approaches</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total (TS)</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.91</strong></td>
<td><strong>HA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Comprehensiveness (QC)</td>
<td>Contains guided structures to outline the several examination phases or layers</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gives illustrative and actual samples of multiphase action research studies</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensures technical quality of the approach by giving specific and detailed proposal components</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total (QC)</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.93</strong></td>
<td><strong>HA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Approach Responsiveness (AR) | Presents a specific research approach appropriate for a particular research design | 3.93 | HA | .26 | 2.5 | 1
| Guides researchers in providing a standardized approach based on practices and praxes | 3.93 | HA | .26 | 2.5 |
| Gives a guiding framework and appropriate structure for conducting action research | 4.00 | HA | .00 | 1 |

| Total (AR) | 3.96 | HA |

| Acceptability Level | 3.93 | HA |

Legend
- **MS**: Mean Score
- **QD**: Qualitative Description
- **SD**: Standard Deviation
- **AIR**: Acceptability Indicator
- **Rank**
- **DR**: Domain Rank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptability Indicator</th>
<th>3.26 – 4.00: Highly Acceptable (HA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR: Domain Rank</td>
<td>2.51 – 3.25: Acceptable (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR: Acceptability Indicator</td>
<td>1.76 – 2.50: Less Acceptable (LA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS: Mean Score</td>
<td>1.00 -1.75: Not Acceptable (NA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The acceptability level shows a high mean score of 3.93, interpreted as “highly acceptable.” The breakdown of results came from the combined mean scores of its three (3) acceptability domains. First in rank is “approach responsiveness,” with a mean score of 3.96. It is followed by “quality comprehensiveness,” with an average of 3.93. Last on the list is the domain “technical soundness,” with a mean score of 3.91. All are assessed as “highly acceptable” in nature. Among the indicators, the second domain’s second criterion got a perfect evaluation score alongside the third domain’s third criterion. These indicators are the (1) provision of illustrative and actual samples of multiphase action research studies as a guide in providing concrete exemplars based on the presented framework and (2) the guiding framework (e.g., focus approach matrix) and appropriate structure (e.g., analysis layers) in conducting action research specific to basic education context.

Acceptability criteria are critical in evaluating proposed models or designs. It sets the standards concerning the expected performance of a system or model that allows establishing its capacity to perform its determined function (Villenes, 2022; Garton et al., 2012). This evaluation standard also will enable leaders to improve their services built from their expertise and experiences (Garces et al., 2016). Hence, the developed MALN approach receives acceptable evaluation anchored on the standards from its program implementers.

Aside from the acceptability evaluation, the researchers also used significance assessment to determine the congruence to standards of the developed contextualized action research approach. It received a total score of 3.92, recognized as “highly significant.” These mean scores came from the summary of the three (3) domains identified in this aspect. These domains and their respective mean scores are as follows: research management and agenda applicability, 3.98; professional standards alignment, 3.91; and, context relevance, 3.87. All three (3) received “highly significant” ratings.
Table 4. Significance of the Designed and Developed Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) Approach as Assessed by the SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance Domain</th>
<th>Significance Indicators</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>AIR Rank</th>
<th>DR Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Management and Agenda Applicability (RMAA)</td>
<td>Aligns with recommended standards and mandates of the basic education research management</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supports research management and initiative mechanisms to empower the culture of research</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promotes sustainability of decisions through informed practices, sound actions, and research evidence</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (RMAA)</strong></td>
<td>3.98 HA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Standards Alignment (PSA)</td>
<td>Conforms to the research mandates spelled out in the professional standards (PPST, PPSSH, PPSS)</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supports the objectives of the professional standards through innovations and action research</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improves teaching, management, and supervision through informed practices, sound actions, and research evidence</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (PSA)</strong></td>
<td>3.91 HA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Relevance (CoR)</td>
<td>Gauges critical problem appraisal toward addressing the identified education problem</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides technical guidance to establish the analyzed results</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishes an avenue to explore and discuss different analysis perspectives</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (CoR)</strong></td>
<td>3.96 HA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acceptability Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend
- **MS**: Mean Score
- **QD**: Qualitative Description
- **SD**: Standard Deviation
- **AIR**: Acceptability Indicator Rank
- **DR**: Domain Rank

- 3.26 – 4.00: Highly Acceptable (HA)
- 2.51 – 3.25: Acceptable (A)
- 1.76 – 2.50: Less Acceptable (LA)
- 1.00 -1.75: Not Acceptable (NA)
The highest point evaluation came from the first domain with a perfect assessment of 4.00, “highly significant.” These indicators are the (1) alignment with recommended standards and mandates of the basic education research management guidelines and agenda in addressing problems in the education community and (2) the support mechanism on research management and initiative structures to empower the research culture in the basic education setting.

Significance assessment also conforms to the evaluation standard required from a developed model or output. It serves as an evaluation criterion of the designed action research approach that aims to determine its merit or worth serving as a basis for its evaluative judgments (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2022). The same rationale also applies in this undertaking as the respondents share their evaluation of the level of the designed approach based on its target significance context (Villenes, 2022). Thus, the crafted action research approach conforms to the evaluation criteria expected from its functional performance.

The designed and developed contextualized MALN approach for basic education action research is acceptable and significant based on the parameters set out in the discussed criteria. With this, the SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers can use the model as it fits their necessities, addresses the relevance connections, and conforms to standards.

**Significant Difference Between the Assessment on the Acceptability and Significance Levels of the Multi-Analysis Layered Nexus (MALN) Approach as Assessed by the SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers**

It is also critical if the respondents share the same notion in their evaluation judgment for the acceptability and significance criteria. Hence, the researchers conducted a significance difference analysis to determine the cited purpose. With the help of the independent t-test, its significant difference is identified. The researchers used SSB to analyze the results and checked with another calculation from MS Excel. Table 5 presents the significant difference between the mean scores of the acceptability and significance levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Pooled Variance</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t Stat</th>
<th>Crit. Value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability Level</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.000633</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.001867</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.776</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance Level</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results clearly indicate no statistically significant difference between the acceptability and significance levels as the computed t-score of 0.38 does not equal or exceed the critical value of 2.776 at 0.05 alpha value. There is no difference between the assessment scores the SALIKSIK Research Program Implementers gave for the developed MALN approach in terms of the acceptability and significance criteria.

Conformance to assessment criteria is a standard for quality. Hence, this paper achieved this critical notion based on the assessment results and significant difference testing. Conformance to standards is crucial for building its target capacities (Hvidston et al., 2019). The substantial appre-
ciation in the SALIKSIK Research Program implementers for the developed contextualized approach may further reinforce characterizations of quality and standard (Morgan et al., 2022).

With these results, the designed contextualized action research approach conforms to standards. The MALN Approach will benefit its intended users from the SALIKSIK Research Program.

**Recommendations for Improvement of the Localized Basic Education Action Research Process**

Though the study received outstanding acceptance and significance assessments, the researchers still asked for the respondents’ recommendations to improve further the developed contextualized basic education action research process. Table 6 presents the summary of the suggestions shared by the key SALIKSIK Research Program implementers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthesized Recommendations</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide capacity building for the detailed utilization of the contextualized action research approach with a definite time and schedule of attendance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider the skills and abilities of the teachers in the organizational context as one of the bases of providing detailed instruction of the contextualized approach</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include in the QPA design alignment matrix the data analysis (e.g., statistical treatment) suited for each problem focus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are three (3) synthesized recommendations from the evaluators. Six (6) of them provided critical suggestions for improving the contextualized approach in writing action research. These recommendations center on the provision of capacity building, consideration of the skills and abilities of the teacher-researchers, and the inclusion of data analysis techniques in the framework. Three (3) recommendations shared the same notion of building capacity for utilizing the MALN approach. Two (2) individuals provided inputs on the adjustments for the skills and abilities of the end-users. Lastly, one (1) requested the data analysis treatments for inclusion in the framework. These recommendation inputs are critical to the next phase of this academic undertaking. The researchers already rolled-out its first phase of discussing this approach for the utilization of the SALIKSIK Research Program. Aside from this, they already shared a copy of the approach to DepEd Division of Quezon for possible utilization of the entire organization.

Though there are thirty respondents, most shared positive comments and feedback instead of giving recommendations. One said that it is relevant to the current setting as the education landscape shift from the pandemic to the post-pandemic world. Most comments called it much suited for classroom teaching action research. They want to study the approach for immediate application in their action research studies. Moreover, they provided great comments and feedback for the developed MALN approach.

**Conclusion**

The preferred localized design for action research approach in basic education includes employing mixed method research design, organization of analysis through a multiphase approach, and
localization of the process unique for basic education action research. Moreover, fourteen reviewed literature showed significant multphrase approach in doing studies, particularly the action research studies and research projects. The first phase provided a critical basis for developing a contextualized process approach for writing basic education action research. Grounded on the analyzed and synthesized bases, the researchers designed and developed the “Multi-Analysis Layer Nexus (MALN)” approach for basic education action research. It highlights a focus approach matrix for each analysis layer and a question-procedure-analysis (QPA) design alignment as the SALIKSIK Research Program implementers guide. The designed contextualized process approach received highly acceptable and highly significant ratings. No significant difference is seen in the analysis of its acceptability and significance assessments. Recommendations included the conduct of MALN approach capacity building, skills and abilities profile, and data analysis treatments in the QPA matrix.
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